OPEN CONTEXT ANIMATED VIDEO SHORT - CASE STUDY
One of our favorite productions to date, The Open Context group approached us to help them
explain to their target audience the Open Context Value Proposition. The project was a blast to
work on and the clients were first class, heavily collaborating with our team, which resulted in a
video that truly hit the mark!
Objective: Explain Open Context - A resource that enables researchers to publish data/research
in an open source web-publishing platform available broadly across the web, with editorial
services and publishing features that increase the credibility, the aesthetics and usability of their
research, attributes that will further use of their work. In defining what it is, differentiate why it is
better than other solutions on the market, but don’t name them (see “The Competitive Situation”
below).
Single Key Message: Valuable research should be shared broadly to further the learning that
stems from a contributor’s work and the publishing process should optimize the integrity and
usability of the research. Open Context, an open source web-publishing system, provides
researchers with superior publishing services at a reasonable cost.
Video Target Audience: The target audience for Open Context is the researcher/contributor
that pays for their research to be reviewed by the AAI and posted online through Open Context.
They are typically English-speaking people in academic or research positions.
Story: The length of this video was 60 seconds so we had a bit of time to tell the story. Time we
certainly needed to clearly communicate a challenging and somewhat complicated value
proposition. Critical to conveying the message was the development of a protagonist that was
easily relatable. The Toon Team worked extensively to create our central character Stan, a
pudgy, bald, middle-aged man who our audience fell in love with. This character-focused
strategy made it easy to develop the initial treatment, and final story. Following Stan as he
discovered the answer to his dilemma was a fun and enlightening journey for the viewer,
proving yet again the power of our animated character approach.

Animated Video Sho s - Client Questionnaire
Company/Organization Name
Alexandria Archive Institute/Open Context

Individual Name
Sarah and Eric Kansa

Email

Company/Product Information
Please answer the questions below. This will help us better understand your company, products and services.

1) In one sentence, what does your company’s product or service, do and/or offer? (Your elevator pitch).
Open Context is an open access publishing platform that reviews, edits, annotates, publishes and archives research data and digital
documentation (mainly in archaeology).

2) Who is your general target audience? (Consider Demographics – gender, race, age, income and education;
Psychographics – attitudes, values, lifestyle, social class; Geographic – physical location, where on the web are they;
Behavioral – loyalty; Product-related – how other products owned affect purchase). Can you outline a typical
“persona” that defines your target audience?
Open Context’s audience is global, but the majority of users are English-speaking people in academic or research positions. They’re
both male and female, have university degrees, and participating in a global research community. Open Context personas include:
(1) graduate student who got a grant and needs to fulfill a “data management plan” requirement by publishing open data,
(2) an excavation director who has a large team of specialists and wants to put all the diverse content from the excavation in one digital
place,
(3) a scholar who is working to aggregate data from many sites and from many different colleagues and who needs help figuring out
where to house this content on the Web to make it most accessible to others.
(4) a professor of archaeology, wanting to teach students how to understand and use archaeological data
(5) a researcher, seeking published data to compare with their own data
(6) a researcher wanting to share and preserve their own data
(7) an undergraduate college student needing “primary source” information to complete a course assignment
(8) an enthusiast about archaeology wanting to browse excavation results about an ancient society they may have learned about while
traveling
(9) a government official wanting to present a report to a legislature about why archaeological preservation is important
(10) a digital humanities or digital library professional that wants to reuse data or APIs that we offer or understand and emulate our
technology.
(11) artists / creators: images of artifacts and ancient sites have inspired artists, architects and other creators for generations.
Making these materials freely and openly available can inspire creative work in design, arts, gaming / entertainment, cinema and other
fields. Common concerns for these “personas” include:
1. Money: funding for archaeology is continually under-threat (loss of public funds, not enough private funds, brutal competition for
grant funding)
2. Preservation: archaeological sites are under threat from looting (to sell artifacts), neglect + vandalism, and more typically destruction
because of construction and development
3. Scientific rigor: archaeologists are interested in the quality of data they use
4. Political / social relevance: archaeologists (and interested people) are typically idealistic and want their research to have a positive
impact on issues of race, gender, class inequality and cultural diversity.

3) Why do your customers use your service or buy your product? (Consider such things as - What is in it for the buyer;
The rational or practical reasons for people to buy or try; The emotional reasons to buy or try).
1. They have a requirement to share their data for a project
2. They want to publish their data so it doesn’t get lost
3. They want to go beyond compliance, and make share their data in a more aesthetic way that improves quality and is easy to explore.
4. They want to link their data set to another (print/conventional) publication
5. They are looking for a less costly solution than Digital Antiquity (one of our rivals)
6. They want to use other people’s data, so they are seeking to share theirs to encourage others to do so.
7. They believe in open data and data sharing and want to "walk the walk".

4) Why don’t people use your service or buy your product? (State any fears, misconceptions or objections that you
face when explaining or selling your product or service).
1. They don’t have time to clean up their data
2. They’re worried about print publishing before “releasing” their data to the world
3. They don’t have any money to pay for data publishing and they don’t realize we’ll offer a discount (or even publish their data for free,
if it fits with one of our current funded projects)
4. They’d rather just upload a spreadsheet and be done (lack of understanding about the work needed to make data useful)
5. They don’t understand the archiving arrangement (one-time fee at time of publication) -- they worry that they’ll have to pay annual
fees or their data will not be archived.
6. They’ve mainly heard of tDAR / Digital Antiquity, so Open Context is less familiar and trusted.

5) What do people have the most difficulty understanding about your product/service/concept?
(1) How do we finance giving away other people’s data for free? [We’re struggling with this]
(2) What does “data publishing” mean?
(3) I’m just a grad student… I don’t have enough clout to publish my data, do I?
(4) How do I publish data with Open Context?
(5) How do I reuse and cite data with Open Context?
(6) How permanent and preserved is data with Open Context?
(7) What is Open Context’s relationship with established and known academic institutions?
(8) What are Open Context’s credentials and qualifications?

6) Does your product or service have competitive advantages in the market? If so, what are they? (Key differentiators).
1. Emphasis on curation and quality: most rival projects emphasize minimal effort to comply with grant requirements to “archive” data.
But the data being archived are messy, ugly, and sometimes unusable. We put most emphasis on cleaning and describing data so data
are more understandable and usable.
2. Aesthetics: We’re doing a better job at making data look good. Projects can have custom banners, richly styled HTML descriptions,
and even individual records of data look attractive.
3. Recognition / Kudos for contributors: We focus on the data creator-- we clearly credit them, and we link to their other work (other
publications and projects discoverable via their ORCID)
4. Immediate accessibility: most rival projects archive messy spreadsheets and databases that you have to download before you can
see what’s inside. With databases, that’s very difficult, because a database can be very big and complicated and it can take several
hours to figure out how to install and query it. Our system indexes and makes all the content immediately accessible for search,
browsing, visualization etc directly through your browser.
5. Integrate “structured” (queryable) data with rich media: When publishing data we extensively cross-reference records of data with
rich media (mapping data, images, documents) etc. That means when you see a record of data, you also see images and maps that
may further describe that data. Competing services do not make those connections known, and you have to figure that out for yourself
(and the data quality may be bad, so sometimes you won’t be able to make the connections)
6. “Linked Open Data” (LOD): We use LOD methods to connect the data we publish with other scientific data on the Web. This makes
our data more meaningful, more clearly described, and more richly contextualized. It’s the current “best practice” for data sharing.
Because our competitors mainly archive files, and do not directly expose data to the Web, they cannot take full advantage of LOD to
enrich their data.
7. Flexibility via APIs: Besides LOD, we offer really powerful and flexible APIs (application program interfaces). This gives Open Context
lots of flexibility. Someone else can build entirely new interfaces using these APIs to do new kinds of navigation, visualization, and
statistical analysis. We already see other people building on our APIs.
8. Collaborative: We’ve worked with many collaborators and partner projects internationally. This means we are well-liked and well
respected by our peer-community of other “digital archaeology” practitioners, and people want to work with us because of this. Our use
of LOD highlights this collaborative spirit-- linking to other open resources across the web and around the world, in different languages,
etc.
9. Awards, professional recognition: We’ve won an award from the White House for promoting open data sharing
(see: https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2013/06/20/indiana-jones-and-dungeon-lost-data) and from a major professional
society: https://www.archaeological.org/awards/digitalarch and also from the Digital Library
community: http://dipir.org/2014/03/13/dr-eric-kansa-receives-best-paper-award-at-idcc-2014/

7) Does your product or service have competitive disadvantages in the market? If so, what are they? (Competitors’ key
differentiators).
For purposes of this Case Study example, competitor answers are redacted for privacy reasons.

8) Who are your chief competitors? (List company names).
For purposes of this Case Study example, competitor answers are redacted for privacy reasons.

9) Please share two use cases of the company’s product or service.
1. Publishing and exhibition: Archaeology gathers lots of data and rich media that many professionals want to share. We share these
materials in attractive Web publications, and in doing so, we clean data and make the data more consistent. This makes data easier to
use by everybody, even the contributing data authors!
2. Data reuses: Scholars and students need access to detailed results of archaeological excavation and survey. We provide powerful
search and query services so people can find relevant data and images, and for people to download data for statistical analysis and
visualization.

10) What are the current market/industry trends in your space?
We’re well established and seen as leaders who have been dealing with data access for a long time. We were ahead of the trend for
many years. Now, the discipline is catching up and data sharing / management has become an expectation. We need to continue to
lead in this area, but also continue to grow as expectations and technologies change. This is a dynamic area needing continued support
(money) and participation (from the global community).
1. Data needs continually grow in scale and complexity. Data reuse is starting to become more sophisticated (researchers are gaining
skills in using APIs, statistical programming, Linked Data, etc.). So the demand for high-quality, Web accessible data continues to grow.
2. Researchers are becoming increasingly comfortable sharing data. It’s no longer as weird or threatening. More researchers are
interested in “reproducible research” exposing their data, code, and analysis specifics for others to inspect and reuse.
3. There are more and more diverse research data sharing projects. This enriches opportunities to link and cross reference with other
data.
4. Universities, governments, funders increasingly expect researchers to share data and increasingly want to encourage digital
communications in general.

11) What keywords or phrases would people use to search for your company, product or service?
Digital Archaeology
Research Data Management
Data Management Plan
Reproducible Research
Data Sharing
Data Publishing
Data Preservation
Data Archiving
Open Access Archaeology
Open Data Archaeology
Open Context

Video Information
Please answer the questions below. This will help us better understand your video objectives.

1) What is the key objective of this video project? In other words, what is the video supposed to achieve?
Explain what Open Context does, who can use it, and why it needs support (i.e. publishes open data in archaeology, anyone can
participate, uses Linked Open Data technologies to enrich data and take part in a global ecosystem of related data, thus building and
expanding access to knowledge, but this all needs long-term commitment and support)

2) Is the target audience for the video different than your general target audience outlined above? If so, please define.
Archaeologists, digital humanists, digital librarians, students are the target audience. All the people that Open Context aims to serve.

3) What should the viewers’ key takeaway from the video be? In other words, the video’s key message?
Data sharing and preservation needs to be more than bureaucratic compliance, it needs investment, professionalism, and commitment
to inspire discovery and creativity. If it’s a matter of compliance only, we run the risk of filling archives with messy, unusable data.
Everyone needs to do their part:
(1) individual scholars and research teams need to be responsible data producers (collect data carefully and share it); (2) academic
institutions need to reward people for their data contributions (in the tenure and promotion process); (3) funders need to recognize that
data sharing is more than a compliance check box and provide budget for quality data dissemination. That is, everyone can play a part
in making data sharing work for all of us.

4) What should the viewers "think" after watching the video?
This was not part of the original questionnaire when client filled out this form.

5) What should the viewers "feel" during and after they watch the video? (very important in good storytelling to elicit an
emotional response).
We want to evoke feelings of professionalism, cutting edge intellectual leadership, and reformist zeal for sharing and openness, in
communicating and doing creative things with data. We want them to feel excited to participate in something new, professional, and
ethically sound. Whether they’re publishing data or making a donation, we want them to feel that this is the RIGHT choice and they can
feel satisfied that they made a good choice.

6) Are there concrete steps or features that you would like highlighted in the video?
- Emphasis on curation and quality
- Aesthetics
- Recognition / Kudos for contributors
- Immediate accessibility content immediately accessible for search, browsing, visualization etc directly through your browser.
- Integrate “structured” (queryable) data with rich media
- “Linked Open Data” (LOD): We use LOD methods to connect the data we publish with other scientific data on the Web.
- Flexibility via APIs
- Collaborative: We’ve worked with many collaborators and partner projects internationally.
- Awards, professional recognition: We’ve won an award from the White House for promoting open data sharing
(see: https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2013/06/20/indiana-jones-and-dungeon-lost-data) and from a major professional
society: https://www.archaeological.org/awards/digitalarch and also from the Digital Library
community: http://dipir.org/2014/03/13/dr-eric-kansa-receives-best-paper-award-at-idcc-2014/

7) What should the call-to-action at the end of the video be?
Everyone can participate in publishing and using data to make archaeology more scientifically rigorous, but also more open for wider
creativity and participation.

8) Do you have a suggested tagline or slogan (I.e. Nike - "Just Do It," Apple - "Think Different," KFC - "It's Finger Lickin'
Good") that we should use at the end of the video? (note that all of our videos use a tagline or slogan at the end to
drive home the story).
Because data are for discovery and inspiration, not just management”

9) Are there any visual aspects of the company, the product or service that might inspire design or concept ideas?
NOTE: We will send you the Open Context branding guidelines by email.

10) Are there any cultural, historical or popular icons of the company, or the industry, that might inspire the concept or
design?
Publishing and exhibition metaphors may be useful. Visually note academics, technologists, students, members of the public (in other
words, broad and diverse communities)

11) Are there any mandatory technical and/or creative elements that must or must not be used? (E.g. video length, callto-action, product shots, words to include/avoid, etc.)
- Avoid ethnic, age, and gender stereotypes.
- Note diversity of different public communities / stakeholders.
- Highlight global community (and multi-lingual).
- Clean / simple animation.
- Appropriate use of humor.
- Highlight professionalism AND reformist zeal to open doors to learning.

12) Please provide links to any materials that you'd like to inspire your video. (E.g. you can link to other videos, still
illustrations, music, or even branding or web designs).
Eric: I like the VisaHQ (Cartoon)
Sarah: I like the Trade as One video, but also most of the others!
Eric: In general, I like the “vintage” and “cartoon”
Sarah: I, too, like the vintage and cartoon styles.
Eric: In general, I love the animation and music styles.
Sarah: Me, too

13) Please provide any additional information not covered by this questionnaire that you believe will be helpful to us in
developing our Creative Brief.
We’re part of a larger movement to make access to research and learning freely and openly available to all. Currently, most research is
monopolized by a few mega-publishers that lock everything down in strong intellectual property. Researchers themselves work in a
dreary, stressful, and uber-competitive world of “publish or perish”. But few researchers actually even think about why their situation is
bad.
We’re trying to reward and highlight the excitement and passion that goes into good research and teaching. We’re trying to make sure
the public can actually benefit from public support of research. So we have to have a political message. But we have to do it in a way
that’s not preachy or heavy handed. So some humor would be really useful to get this message across in a way that’s engaging and not
off-putting.
Note: As in the AAI video, we'd like to avoid using screen shots and stick to the animation.

14) Once we are in production, if applicable to the story can you provide screenshots of all the portions of your
website, app, program, etc. that we can show in the video, or use for reference?
Yes

15) Do you have a hard date that the video needs to be completed by?

Administrative Information
1) Which time zone are you located in?

2) What is your billing name and address?

3) Who is the main point of contact for the video? (Name, email and phone).

4) Please provide email address for all company personnel that will be involved with the review process for this video
project:

5) What is your company’s URL address?

6) How did you hear about IDM?

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Forms

CREATIVE BRIEF
Client:

The Alexandria Archive Institute (AAI)

Project:

Open Context Video Short

Prepared By:

Doug Broomfield/Pamela Saunders

Purpose
The purpose of this Creative Brief is to provide our writers with the details they need to develop a
treatment and eventual script for the Open Context Video Short project.

Overview/Background
●

●

●

●

●

●

The Why: The record of the past inspires our creativity and curiosity, but we’re
impoverishing future generations because we are rapidly losing information that can
never be replaced. Conventional academic publishing and institutional norms are part of
the problem because they lock-down knowledge for commercial gain and they disregard
and under-value the primary data that forms the basis of understanding. Investing in
innovative forms of Web publication can unlock the potential of these data to power
fundamentally new insights and new ways of engaging wider communities for generations
to come.
The How: The AAI helps develop accessible, reliable and comprehensive resources for
the archeological community and the humanities and heritage communities, more
broadly.
The What: The AAI develops and maintains Open Context, an open access Web-based
publication system that works with archaeologists to review, edit, annotate, publish and
archive their research data and digital documentation. The content published with Open
Context is free and open for anyone to view, search, analyze, remix, build on, etc.
The AAI is committed to decentralized and distributed approaches in improving research
that invite wide participation and innovation unlike monopolized big commercial
mega-publishers, not interested in open access.
The AAI is viewed as a leader in research data management. Over the past 15 years, the
AAI (and Open Context) has become known as a trailblazing organization on issues of
data access, free and open intellectual property in cultural heritage and science, and
innovative uses of the Web for sharing usable research data, as well as preservation and
long-term accessibility.
Open Context utilizes a linked approach that connects various sources of information on
a topic. The information comes from field researchers working across the globe, which
the AAI then makes available through the use of the Open Web, enabling wide reuse
(including crowdsourcing efforts like the Wikipedia).
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Video Objective
●

●

Explain Open Context - A resource that enables researchers to publish data/research in
an open source web-publishing platform available broadly across the web, with editorial
services and publishing features that increase the credibility, the aesthetics and usability
of their research, attributes that will further use of their work. In defining what it is,
differentiate why it is better than other solutions on the market, but don’t name them (see
“The Competitive Situation” below).
Single Key Message: Valuable research should be shared broadly to further the learning
that stems from a contributor’s work and the publishing process should optimize the
integrity and usability of the research. Open Context, an open source web-publishing
system, provides researchers with superior publishing services at a reasonable cost.

Target Audience
●

●

The target audience for Open Context is the researcher/contributor that pays for their
research to be reviewed by the AAI and posted online through Open Context. They are
typically English-speaking people in academic or research positions.
Personas/Potential Users of Open Context:
○ A graduate student who got a grant and needs to fulfill a “data management plan”
requirement by publishing open data.
○ An excavation director who has a large team of specialists and wants to put all the
diverse content from the excavation in one digital place.
○ A scholar who is working to aggregate data from many sites and from many
different colleagues and who needs help figuring out where to house this content
on the Web to make it most accessible to others.
○ A professor of archaeology, wanting to teach students how to understand and use
archaeological data.
○ A researcher, seeking published data to compare with their own data.
○ A researcher wanting to share and preserve their own data.
○ An undergraduate college student needing “primary source” information to
complete a course assignment.
○ An enthusiast about archaeology wanting to browse excavation results about an
ancient society they may have learned about while traveling.
○ A government official wanting to present a report to a legislature about why
archaeological preservation is important.
○ A digital humanities or digital library professional that wants to reuse data or APIs
that we offer or understand and build-upon our technology.
○ Artists/Creators: Images of artifacts and ancient sites have inspired artists,
architects and other creators for generations.
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Desired Video Response
●

We want our audience to:
○

○

○

Think: that the AAI’s service is the right place to publish data and research
findings providing the benefit of improved content and integrity of the published
research, making it widely accessible, and affordable.
Feel:
■ Excited to find a service that can help them publish research and have it
presented to a large audience of readers, possibly extending further use of
their work by other researchers.
■ Relieved to be able to rely on a service that can help them edit their work
for publication.
■ Pride that they are part of a global initiative that is best-in-class and
committed to excellence and innovation.
■ Content that they made the right choice with Open Context.
Contact the AAI/Open Context to hire/secure resources to help publish their
research work.

Reasons to Believe
●
●

●
●

●

●

●

The AAI is already established (15 years of operations).
Already delivering on their objective through an innovative service, Open Context, a
digital library-backed system for Web-based publication of research data. Open Context
enables publication, access, and reuse of editorially-reviewed data and media from
archaeology and related disciplines.
They are ethical and believe in open source information, a democratic sharing of research
information.
They enforce with their service, the thorough review of research data and publish
research conclusions that have been appropriately edited internally and through peer
review.
A Community of Partners and Supporters: The AAI has a number of supporters, partners
and collaborators. Two national granting agencies, the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) link to their data publishing
system, Open Context.
Leadership Roles: The AAI team holds leadership and advisory positions with related
efforts like Digital Antiquity and in professional societies, including the International
Council for Archaeozoology, the American Schools of Oriental Research, and the Society
for American Archaeology.
Backed by a leading digital library: Open Context archives data with the California Digital
Library, the central digital archive of the University of California system.
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●

●

Awards: Whitehouse recognition, award from the Archaeological Institute of America
(professional society), and an award from the digital library/digital archive community.
We’re seen as “thought-leaders” and leading innovators because of our approach to
publishing data with Open Context.
Directors
○ Sarah Whitcher Kansa, Executive Director: As Executive Director of the AAI,
Sarah advocates for data sharing and publication in various archaeological and
cultural heritage communities. She has a Ph.D. in archaeology and has spent 20
years conducting zooarchaeological research at sites primarily in the Near East
and East Mediterranean.
○

Eric Kansa, Technology Director & Open Context Program Director: With a PhD
from Harvard University. Eric leads development of Open Context. He has taught
and practiced project management and information service design in the UC
Berkeley School of Information’s Clinic program. He has been a principal
investigator and co-investigator on projects funded by the William and Flora
Hewlett Foundation, NEH, IMLS, Hewlett-Packard, Sunlight Foundation, Google,
NSF, and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.

Narrative Statement
●

The following narrative statement helps give context to how the AAI’s Open Context
solution fits into the greater whole. Use it for inspiration.
An important principle in scientific research is that experiments should be reproducible,
and that datasets should therefore be available to other researchers. While the definition
or any standard of access is still in development, engagement between the research
community and networked online databases is increasing. The growing level of interest
in open science research highlights increased recognition for new research opportunities,
new opportunities for teaching and learning, and new ways to engage with wider and
more diverse public communities.
Open Context is in front of this movement with an already established level of excellence
in the web-publication and exhibition of research data and media. With an emphasis on
collaboration and expanding the community of both contributors and users, they are well
respected by their peer-community of other “digital archaeology” practitioners. Their use
of Linked Open Data highlights this collaborative spirit - linking to other open resources
across the web and around the world, in different languages, etc.
In addition to creating broad open source access to a contributor’s research, Open
Context ensures high-quality publication of research. This includes editorial review to
clean data, catch common errors, assist in documentation, and link data to common
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standards. They also provide a myriad of features that enhance the user experience as
others access and analyze your data and findings. If we only see data management as a
matter of compliance, we run the risk of filling archives with near-useless content. Open
Context’s approach to data enables discovery and inspiration, not just management. By
choosing Open Context, any research professional at any level not only preserves their
data, but makes the data useful and meaningful to others, which results in having a
transformative effect on scholarly communication in archaeology and the humanities
more broadly.

Video Tone and Style
●

●

The tone of the video should be serious but playful at the same time. Appropriate use of
humor is desired. A bit whimsical and wry. Maybe even a bit ironic. The work involved in
producing and publishing research is no laughing matter nor the threats to their industry
(preservation, accessibility, etc.), As if there are not enough challenges, the “messy” and
intelligible quality of some published research adds yet another challenge to industry
participants. So though we want some humor, be respectful of the audience, not
condescending or patronizing.
The messaging should inspire the reader to prefer taking the high ground regarding open
source, broad accessibility of data and research, and taking the right approach to
publishing that furthers the readability and use of the research. (e.g. Let’s make it easier
for everyone interested in our pursuits).

Other Points to Assist Creative
●

The Competitive Situation:
○ For purposes of this Case Study example, competitor analysis is redacted

for privacy reasons.
●

Story
○ This video builds upon the big picture AAI video “why” - we’re losing data we can
never replace, highlighting the need for our programs Conventional academic
publishing norms and services undervalue data. Even many digital archives
undervalue data, sometimes promoting data preservation in terms of
minimal-effort “check-box” compliance. Instead, we think that data represents a
new frontier in research. Data need to be valued as a “first class citizen” to be
meaningfully communicated, understood, used, and preserved. We can then
move on to the “how”: Open Context invests in data quality and linkages with a
wider world of knowledge, enabling users to turn data into richer understanding.
○ Emphasize the strengths of Open Context’s web interconnectedness and the
AAI’s commitment to pushing the envelope of innovation and excellence.
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○

●

●

●

●

Tell viewers (any museum or archaeological field-researcher) can publish with
Open Context. Any member of the public can use Open Context for research,
teaching, or even creatively (for art, design, etc.). All the material is free for
anyone to reuse as part of a public commons of archaeological knowledge.
○ Character-driven: We want to include characters in the story. It is the characters
and their emotion that the audience will relate to. Can be individual characters,
groups, or a mix of the two.
○ Remember to apply the standard formula – first half of video is the problem, the
second half is the solution.
Examples that might inspire some ideas and help better clarify what Open Access is
(Note that the AAI’s Open Context solution is an open access offering, but most likely will
offer more open features than even these examples):
○ Open Access Explained!
○ Open Access – Why Open Science
○ Open Access
○ Open Access Policies: An Introduction
Tagline: Come up with a tagline that you think is appropriate that we can end the piece
with. Currently the AAI’s working tagline for Open Context is - "Because data are for
discovery and inspiration, not just management”" Can you come up with something
shorter, and stronger?
Imagery Ideas (Suggestions to get you started)
○ Fearful academics hoarding data.
○ Web interconnections everywhere, global.
○ Open Context solution as central hub of global connections.
○ Museums/Data no one can access but the elite few, then Museums/data all can
access, and even touch the artifacts.
○ Data ending up in a dead-end silo.
○ Strong foundation to build upon.
○ Uploading messy spreadsheets to limited websites. (Someone drowning in
spreadsheets and looking desperate and confused).
○ Researchers/students playing with building blocks as a metaphor for building out
their research and on others’ research (and building together).
○ Open Context as an inspirational alternative to soul-crushing bureaucratic
drudgery of check-box compliance.
○ Open Context helps researchers “see the big picture” by presenting a coherent
view of data, linked together, and organized in space and time.
○ Multiple scales. Open Context offers the “big picture” (above), but you can also
dive in deep to see the specifics of the little details that make up the whole.
Concrete Steps or Features to Highlight
○ Emphasis on curation and quality.
○ Recognition and Kudos for contributors.
○ Content immediately accessible for search, browsing, visualization, etc. directly
through your browser.
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○
○

●

●

●

Integrate “structured” (queryable) data with rich media.
Help set need standards by publishing typologies, descriptive vocabularies, and
recording systems others that others can reference, use, and build upon.
○ A platform to build upon (programmers can use Open Context to build new
visualizations like augmented reality or 3D, do statistical analysis, craft new
interfaces, or do “mashups” between Open Context and other systems).
○ Turn raw excavation results into media rich online exhibitions that can be enjoyed
by casual users and studied by experts.
Additional articles about Open Context
○ Eric Kansa White House Honor
○ Reflections on a Road Less Traveled
○ Data as Scholarship
Mandatory Elements
○ 60 Seconds maximum.
○ Narration (Voice Over)/No talking characters.
○ Music and Sound FX where appropriate.
○ Appropriate use of humor.
○ Clean, simple animation.
○ Avoid ethnic, age, and gender stereotypes. Illustrate inclusiveness in these
dimensions (for example, portray women as tech-savvy and/or leading scientific
research). Highlight global community (and multilingual).
○ Note diversity of public communities/stakeholders.
○ Highlight professionalism and reformist zeal to open doors to learning.
Number of Treatments – No limit. Feel free to submit as many as you wish.
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Open Context Treatments
The following are the five treatment ideas Toon Studios developed and submitted to our client
for the Open Context project. Our general commitment to our clients is that we will provide three
treatment ideas to choose from before we move to the scripting stage. For this project, we
actually developed five ideas and submitted all of them. The client selected Treatment #5.
Open Context Video Treatment 1
Working Title: Open Context Video Treatment 1
Animation Style: Any
Estimated TRT: 60 Seconds.
Treatment
[We see a character with a hat and some dirt on him.]
VO: So you’re an archeologist with an academic or a research position.
[A stack of papers appears next to him and it glows with an aura.]
VO: And you know that the data you get from your researches and excavations is unique and
valuable.
[The stack starts to disappear until only the first sheet remains. The character becomes
depressed.]
VO: But sadly a big chunk of your findings never gets read by the large population.
Partly because there isn’t an appropriate platform to publish them.
[We see an old dusty typing machine/library.]
[We see ancient Greek letters/Egyptian characters written on the sheet inserted in the
typewriter.]
VO: Or because the platforms at your disposal don’t really allow you to format your research in
an easy-to-understand format.
[We see only a couple of silhouettes being interested in the strange sheet of data.]
VO: Or maybe because you get discouraged by the small audiences most platforms provide.
[Everything turns grey.]
VO: Well, we’re here to solve that problem.
[Logo animation.]
VO: Introducing…Open Context

[We see the character happy and holding his sheets of data.]
VO: A resource that enables you to publish data/research in an open source web publishing
platform.
[The character is sitting in front of a PC entering the data. He gets applauded by an audience.]
VO: With Open Context you can publish your research and have it presented to a large audience
of readers, extending the use of your work by other researchers.
[The words “credibility”, “aesthetics” and “usability” appear on screen.]
VO: Our editorial services and publishing features will increase credibility, aesthetics and usability
of your research.
[We see the first scene with the sad character being ripped apart by the logo.]
VO: The days of losing valuable archeological research data are over.
[A button with a call to action gets clicked by a cursor.]
VO: Join the revolution.
Contact us today and get your research published and shared with the world.

Open Context Video Treatment 2
Working Title: Open Context Video Treatment 2
Animation Style: Any
Estimated TRT: 60 Seconds.
Treatment
[Show an academic scholar character, working on a spreadsheet of data.]
VO: Okay, so as a researcher you constantly get data from research findings and that's convenient
enough.
[Show earful academic scholar with a bewildered face, holding a hard drive, and also pointing to
a computer screen with a button that says upload and publish.]
VO: But should these data be left to languish inside your hard drive afterwards, or should they
be published?
[Show text on screen.]
VO: For what it's worth…
[Show scholar character with a eureka moment, and the computer screen transits to the Open
context and AAI logo.]
VO: …the only name that should ring a bell for any researcher, is Open Context!
[Show Open Context solution as central hub of global connections, that retrieves scrolls from
different individuals and interlinks them.]
VO: It's an open source web publishing platform that utilizes a linked approach, of connecting
data to its different sources of relevant global information.
[Show a scroll being corrected on-screen, graphically.]
VO: But what truly sets Open Context apart, is also the credibility assurance approach, which
involves editorial reviews to clean data or catch common errors...
[Now show data being rearranged on the scroll graphically.]
VO: …and special features that will enhance how others access or analyze your findings.
[Show data ending up in a dead-end silo and graphically cross that out in red.]
VO: By choosing Open Context, any research professional at any level not only preserves their
data from ending up in a dead-end silo…

[Show a character drowning in spreadsheets scrolls, looking desperate, confused; and graphically
cross that out in red; simultaneously show another character smiling at a scroll and graphically
mark that out in green, while revealing the AAI-Open Context logo on the scroll.]
VO: …they make the data ultimately useful, widely accessible and meaningful to others.
[Show text – contact info for the platform; and a scroll as a strong foundation to build more scrolls
upon.]
VO: So why wait to contact the AAI-Open Context team TODAY, to hire or secure resources that
can help publish your research data as a strong foundation for further work?
[Show Open context and AAI logos, as well as the tagline.]
VO: It's Open Context from AAI… “Just Because data should exist to inspire”.

Open Context Video Treatment 3
Working Title: Connecting Around the World
Animation Style: Cartoon
Estimated TRT: 75 Seconds
Log Line
A series of diverse characters from all over the world contribute to, and benefit from, the AAI
Open Content network. Each character represents a potential real-world user of Open Content.
A visual theme connecting the characters (suggestion of rounded arrows going from one to the
other as the network grows). All characters are interacting with a T. rex of some incarnation. By
the end of the spot, a large and diverse network featuring all the character connections has been
established and is seen in a global context from a high angle wide shot of the earth, NASA-like.
Treatment
Note: Names are all placeholders/tentative pending more authentic name suggestions.
[Story opens with visuals of Walter, a 59-year old archeologist, supervising a large outdoor dig.
You see his team not only digging up T. rex bones but also uploading information on their devices.
[Information seen passing through open context to an audience, lots of visual connection with
Open Context]
VO: Meet Walter, an excavation director whose team just unearthed the world’s largest T. rex.
Not only are they thrilled with their findings, they’re also excited to be able to upload reams of
incredible data through Open Context.
[Transition to next character (college student Edward in library studying T. rex.]
VO: That’s data Edward was able to use as an undergraduate student putting the finishing
touches on his thesis.
[Transition to next character, researcher Mario, in possession of enormous quantities of data.]
VO: Mario is glad for both Edward and Walter. You see, Mario is compiling data on everything
prehistoric so anyone, anywhere, anytime can explore the past easily.
[Transition to next character, Alfred, a teacher in a room of middle school students teaching them
to research.]
VO: Perhaps none are more grateful for the wealth of information easily available for free to
anyone than Alfred, a teacher who takes his responsibilities of passing along the tradition of
careful documentation of our past with the utmost seriousness.

[Transition to next character Marcia, a researcher in a lab. Money is seen flying out the window
and she is dismayed. Then we see a giant corporate/academic monster devouring everything in
sight.]
VO: Which leads us to Marcia, who is grateful to not have to pay dozens of different fees while
doing research, since Open Context kept the information safe from the insatiable money
machine.
[Transition to next character, Robert, a graduate student who just got a grant and is seated at a
computer in a library. Robert is clutching money and is happy at first but his face falls when he
sees the long and complex rule book. he breaths a sign of relief at the end of the paragraph.]
VO: Because that money is better spent furthering the sharing of knowledge with new eyes and
ears so congratulations to Robert and his grant, which comes with a seemingly endless rulebook
required by publishing open data, which can all be explained at Open Context.
Visual transition to next character, Lance, an artist, surrounded by paintings, statues, etc., he is
working on a sculpture of a T. rex.]
VO: So Lance can turn his vision into a story that keeps the inspiration flowing.
[Visual: Audience of children is in awe of Lance’s work then cut to logo of Open Context.]
VO: Open Context, connecting the world through creating an open access platform for data.
Why This Works
The client’s objective is to appeal to current and potential contributors and recipients of the
service, so including characters who represent their target audience and showing how they are
all interconnected and mutually benefitting from Open Context validates their participation and
encourages others to want to be a part of it too.

Open Context Video Treatment 4
Working Title: Academy Awards
Animation Style: Vintage Animation
Estimated TRT: 60 seconds
Log Line
Data sharing improves transparency. Why re-invent the wheel when you have access to
information to build, revisit, and build upon what was already discovered.
Treatment (VO to be written to support story)
We open on the red carpet of the Academy awards. Camera’s flashing. Celebrities posing and
modeling for the cameras and screaming fans.
The audio speaks about how much preparation and detailed planning it takes for a nominee to
get ready for this moment in the spotlight. Selecting from dresses to find the one that is just
perfect, to hair, makeup, transportation. It’s a lot of work.
We then zoom in to see that two women are dressed identically. There is a look of shock on their
faces and all the faces around them.
The audio then explains, that with a little communication and sharing of information, this
duplication could have been easily averted. This about all the work and preparation that was
wasted.
The scenes transition to show archeologists unearthing a treasure, a museum setting up an
exhibit, a person doing exhaustive research...
The audio explains that in each profession – archeology, archeology technology, history and even
museum preservation…the data that is discovered is priceless. All of us work for the same
reason, the element of discovery and the amount of work and history should not be held in
secret.
By sharing what has been discovered forward progress can be made. By not sharing, we waste
valuable energy and risk losing what was once known.
So, unlike the two red carpet actresses who didn’t communicate and work towards the same
outcome, as a profession we must communicate – share data – so we work together.
We then conclude with the AAI logo, URL and tag line. Helping fund work that preserves the past.
Why this works
By starting out with a funny scenario of the two like dressed women, it will bring home the idea
that it’s definitely a way to visualize the effect of not sharing data or information.

Open Context Treatment 5 (Selected)
Working Title: Open Context – Its Inspiring
Animation Style: Vintage
Estimated TRT: 60 Seconds
Treatment
[Fade up on a shot of children standing around in a semicircle, looking up at a large mural of the
world. Some are pointing. They seem genuinely in awe of what they are looking at.]
VO: Preserving and sharing archeological research data helps us to better understand our global
heritage.
[Camera quickly zooms into the mural until a city, then a large warehouse. Camera zooms into
the warehouse door (which has a huge lock on it). There are huge, old crates everywhere. Many
boxes marked “data” on them. At a lone table is a pudgy, balding man. A computer monitor is on
his desk. On the screen we see the words “Thank you for complying” with an upload arrow
glowing red.]
VO: But today’s conventional publishing norms and services undervalue this data, often keeping
it under lock and key, and at times promoting simple “checkbox” compliance.
[Cut to a close up of the man’s face. His expression is that of confusion and befuddlement. Like
he was saying “heck if I know?”]
VO: So what gives?
[Man’s chair gives way and it breaks, sending him to the floor. As this happens the camera zooms
out and reveals the entire warehouse. The tops of the data boxes fly off with light emanating
from them.]
VO: We think that data represents a new frontier in research and need to be preserved,
understood, and communicated.
[A huge Open Context hub crashes through the warehouse roof and slams into the floor. Light
shoots out of the Open Context image and hits the hard drive boxes. Data (ones and zeroes)
emanate from the boxes and shoot out of the warehouse into the top of the frame, where we
see four personas on their computers receiving the data. They look satisfied.]
VO: So, we created Open Context, a web-based, open access solution that invests in data quality
and linkages with a wider world of knowledge, enabling users to turn data into richer
understanding.

[Camera zoos into one of our personas, following them as they clean and organize their data.
Screen shows the information becoming intelligible (there is an Open Context logo and feature
icons on the screen). The user hits the send button and from their computer data now streams
out and across the globe, encircling it and connecting to little digital libraries all over the world.
Money drops into digital libraries as if they are piggy banks.]
VO: With Open Context, the archeological researcher can clean and organize their data, making
it integral and intelligible, and then broadly disseminate it, linking to publishing partners across
the globe, all at an affordable price.
[Three streams of data pop out of the of three digital libraries, one at a time, above the globe
streaming to three different characters in frames, representing a researcher, a teacher, and an
artist. At “free for reuse,” arrows appear and move both ways between all three character
frames.]
VO: Data that anyone can then access, be it for research, teaching, or even creativity, all free for
re-use.
[The globe flattens and we pull out and see our children once again looking at the wall mural of
the world, this time with little digital libraries everywhere. Things coming full circle. Tag line
appears above the flat earth on the wall, above the children’s head, as they are looking up. Kids
cheer.]
Tag Line: “Open Context - Because data are meant for discovery and inspiration’

OPEN CONTEXT - IT’S INSPIRING
Written by
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1.
FADE IN.
INT. MUSEUM - DAY.
Wide shot of a museum room with a world mural map on the
wall. A large group of people (representing a variety of
demographics and ages), are looking at the mural. Their
backs are to the camera.
V.O.
Preserving and sharing archeology
research data...
Cut to a medium shot of a few patrons in the crowd, looking
like they are in awe.
V.O.
...helps us to better understand
our global heritage.
A large building quickly pops out of the world map,
disproportionate in size, hovering over the crowd. They
gasp.
V.O.
But, today's conventional...
EXT. DATA WAREHOUSE - DAY.
Zoom into an exterior shot of the building.
V.O.
...archiving and publishing
norms...

2.
INT. DATA WAREHOUSE - DAY.
Zoom into one of the building's windows. We see a vast
space with crates and storage containers everywhere. The
room looks dismal. The work environment is miserable. There
is a lone desk (dwarfed by the size of the room) with a
pudgy, balding man (Stan), typing on a computer keyboard.
He looks tired with bags under his eyes. He is typing on
the computer. Next to him is a hard drive and stacks of
messy papers. Over a box/crate in the background we see a
flashing (neon type) sign that is pointing down – the sign
reads “Where Data Go to Die”
V.O.
...undervalue this research data,
making it...
Cut to a medium shot of Stan.
V.O.
...inaccessible, and often
promoting...
Cut to CU of Stan.
V.O.
...bureaucratic, checkbox
compliance.
Stan gets frustrated and bangs his head into the computer
keyboard.
V.O.
Shouldn't there be a better way?
Cut to a long shot of the room. An object that looks a bit
like a monolith (think "2001 A Space Odyssey") crashes
through the roof, causing the tops of three data boxes to
fly off. The room light is now very bright.
Cut to CU of Stan, rising up and looking encouraged.
V.O.
Well there is!

3.
Cut to a long shot of the room, Stan, still at the desk,
looks up as the three box tops pop off, revealing the words
"Preserved," "Communicated," and "Appreciated."
V.O.
We think data represents a new
frontier in research...
Cut to medium a shot of three boxes. As words are voiced
they grow slightly in size.
V.O.
...and needs to be preserved,
communicated, and appreciated.
Cut back to a long shot of the room with Stan still at the
desk. The words "Open Context" appear on the monolith.
V.O.
So, we created Open Context,...
An image of a slowly rotating globe is projected from the
monolith and appears over Stan. He turns and looks at the
globe as it hovers over him. A radio tower appears on the
globe, emitting a pulsating signal.
V.O.
...a Web-based, open access
publishing service that invests in
both data quality and linking to a
broader world of scientific
information.
Cut to a CU of Stan, a smile appears on his face.
V.O.
All contributing to deeper
understanding.
Cut to a medium shot of the room and Stan at his desk. The
Open Context team drops into the shot, working around Stan,
organizing his stacks of papers and media. On his computer
screen we see the Open Context icons, representing the
different elements of the Open Context solution.

4.
V.O.
At Open Context, we work with
researchers to clean and organize
their data and related media.
Stan and the Open Context team place their hands together
and push a "publish" button together. Multiple points on
the globe appear and glow.
V.O.
We then broadly publish and
archive the data, linking to
partners across the globe.
From four areas of the globe pop up four buildings,
representing partners (a museum, library, university and
excavation site). Stan and the team look up at the globe.
V.O.
Creating a wider world of
knowledge.
GRAPHIC.
The globe moves to the bottom of the screen, the background
blank.
V.O.
Free, open source knowledge...
Around the globe appear images of an archeologist (female),
school teacher (male), programmer (female), and artist
(female). Each character glows when mentioned.
V.O.
...that anyone can then access and
build upon, be it if for research,
teaching, computation or even
creativity.

5.
INT. MUSEUM - DAY.
Map flattens out and transforms back to original wall mural
image in the museum. We have come full circle with the
original group still intrigued by the map, but now even
more in awe than in the original scene. There are now spots
of light all over the map (depicting our connected
partners).
V.O.
Open Context.
Stan, walks into the scene. He pulls down a banner with the
logo and tagline ("Because data are for discovery and
inspiration”). Stan is gleefully smiling.
V.O.
Because data are for discovery...
Zoom into a full shot of the banner and tagline.
V.O.
...and inspiration.
FREEZE FRAME.

Scene 1 Shot 1

Scene 1 Shot 2

Scene 1 Shot 3

Scene 2 Shot 1

Preserving and sharing archeology research data…

…helps us to better understand our global heritage.

But, today's conventional…

…archiving and publishing norms…

INT. MUSEUM - DAY. Cut to wide shot of a museum room
with a world mural map on the wall. A large group of
people (representing a variety of demographics and
ages), are looking at the mural. Their backs are to the
camera.

Cut to medium shot of a few patrons in the crowd,
looking like they are in awe.

A large building quickly pops out of the world map,
disproportionate in size, hovering over crowd. They gasp.

EXT. DATA WAREHOUSE - DAY. Zoom into exterior shot of
the building.

Scene 2 Shot 2

Scene 2 Shot 3

Scene 2 Shot 4

Scene 2 Shot 5

…undervalue this research data, making it…

…inaccessible, and often promoting…

bureaucratic, checkbox compliance.

Shouldn't there be a better way?

INT. DATA WAREHOUSE - DAY. Zoom into one of the
building's windows. We see a vast space with crates and
storage containers everywhere. The room looks dismal.
The work environment miserable. There is a lone desk
(dwarfed by the size of the room) with a pudgy, balding
man (Stan), typing on a computer keyboard. He looks
tired with bags under his eyes. He is typing on the
computer. Next to him is a hard drive and stacks of
messy papers. Over a box/crate in the background we see
a flashing (neon type) sign that is pointing down – the
sign reads “Where Data Go to Die”

Cut to medium shot of Stan.

Cut to CU of Stan.

Stan gets frustrated and bangs his head into the
computer keyboard.
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Scene 2 Shot 6
Cut to long shot of the room.

Scene 2 Shot 10
…and needs to be preserved, communicated, and
appreciated.
Cut to medium shot of three boxes. As words are voiced
they grow slightly in size.

Scene 2 Shot 7
An object that looks a bit like a monolith (think "2001 A
Space Odyssey") crashes through the roof, causing the
tops of three data boxes to fly off. The room light is now
very bright.

Scene 2 Shot 11
So, we created Open Context,…
Cut back to long shot of room with Stan still at the desk.
The words "Open Context" appear on the monolith.

Scene 2 Shot 8

Scene 2 Shot 9

Well there is!

We think data represents a new frontier in research…

Cut to CU of Stan, looking encouraged.

Cut to long shot of room, Stan still at the desk, looks up
as the three box tops pop off, revealing the words
"Preserved," "Communicated," and "Appreciated."

Scene 2 Shot 12
…a Web-based, open access publishing service that
invests in both data quality and linking to a broader
world of scientific information.

Scene 2 Shot 13
All contributing to deeper understanding.
Cut to CU of Stan, a smile appears on his face.

An image of a slowly rotating globe is projected from the
monolith and appears over Stan. He turns and looks at
the globe as it hovers over him. A radio tower appears on
the globe, emitting a pulsating signal.
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Scene 2 Shot 14

Scene 2 Shot 15

At Open Context, we work with researchers to clean and
organize their data and related media.

We then broadly publish and archive the data, linking to
partners across the globe.

Cut to a medium shot of the room and Stan at his desk.
The Open Context team drops into the shot, working
around Stan, organizing his stacks of papers and media.
On his computer screen we see the Open Context icons,
representing the different elements of the Open Context
solution.

Stan and the Open Context team place their hands
together and push a "publish" button together. Multiple
points on the globe appear and glow.

Scene 3 Shot 2
…that anyone can then access and build upon, be it if for
research, teaching, computation or even creativity.
Around the globe appear images of an archeologist
(female), school teacher (male), programmer (female),
and artist (female). Each character glows when
mentioned.

Scene 4 Shot 1

Scene 2 Shot 16

Scene 3 Shot 1

Creating a wider world of knowledge.

Free, open source knowledge…

From four areas of the globe pop up four buildings,
representing partners (a museum, library, university and
excavation site). Stan and the team look up at the globe.

GRAPHIC. The globe moves to the bottom of the screen,
the background blank.

Scene 4 Shot 2

Scene 4 Shot 3

Open Context.

Because data are for discovery…

… and inspiration.

INT. MUSEUM - DAY. Map flattens out and transforms
back to original wall mural image in the museum. We
have come full circle with the original group still
intrigued by the map, but now even more in awe than in
the original scene. There are now spots of light all over
the map (depicting our connected partners).

Stan, walks into the scene. He pulls down a banner with
the logo and tag line ("Because data are for discovery
and inspiration). Stan is gleefully smiling.

Zoom into full shot of banner and tag line.
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